ELECTROSTATICS
inteGREATed protection

ARC PROTECTIVE CONDUCTIVE CLOTHING

Electrostatics-1 inteGREATed protection

- A conductive shielding jacket with a hood (a head cover) and a face mesh
- A conductive shielding bib-and-brace or trousers
- Conductive shielding gloves
- Conductive shielding boots or socks
- Two removable equipotential bonding leads with clamps or without
- ATPV level - 10 cal/cm²
ARC PROTECTIVE CONDUCTIVE CLOTHING

Electrostatics-2 inteGREATed protection

- A conductive shielding coverall with a hood (a head cover) and a face mesh
- Conductive shielding gloves
- Conductive shielding boots or socks
- Two removable equipotential bonding leads with clamps or without
- ATPV level - 10 cal/cm²
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